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Abstract

In this paper we present a technique to allocate bandwidth to the clients as per the
privileges. It means basically that each user can buy bandwidth which will be available as a
premium, high and normal class bandwidth. As per the class a user buys he will be given a
username and password. Using this username and password he will authenticate himself to
the server. The server then provides bandwidth to that user for running the applications
which fall within the bandwidth range of that class. The server queues all the packets coming
to it from the internet connection and then sends them out on a priority basis which is defined
by the class each user falls into.
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1. Introduction
In the fields of networking and communications, there is a continual concern over poor
bandwidth utilization. It is sometimes the case that host computers can employ applications or
processes that are very bandwidth intensive, limit the amount of bandwidth that other hosts
have at their disposal [1], [2], [3]. Sometimes, the case is that of host employing applications
or processes having high bandwidth requirement, and thus, limit the bandwidth available to
other hosts, which in turn causes limitation of working capacity (task completions per unit
time) of the host computer as well as other hosts. This in turn limits the amount of work that
can be done in a given amount of time. In order to alleviate this problem, we believe that we
can develop a system wherein the amount of bandwidth that each application or process uses
on a network can be measured in real-time.
In order to solve such kind of problems, we have developed a system which can allocate,
and/or guarantee, the bandwidth to any user and measure the bandwidth it has been
allocated/consuming. The allocation/guarantee can be based on the service discipline
designed by the network administrator.
1.1. System Features
We have developed a product that will help control and measure the distribution of
bandwidth in a network. There are several key goals of developing the product (apart from
bandwidth control and management) and features that the product needed to have, in order to
fulfill all the requirements of a bandwidth controlling system of its type. The system can also
be modified to be used as a module/service of the operating system; preferably, a
UNIX/Linux based central system. Some key design goals are stated here.
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1.1.1. Username and Password based Authentication: The bandwidth provided to
each user should be based on the username and password.
1.1.2. Low Bandwidth Consumption by the Server: This constraint was also
recognized during the designing of the product. Since this product is being created for the
reason of utilizing and conserving bandwidth, the system itself must not inhibit the data
communications by using the connection bandwidth for itself. Since the design calls for the
host machines to continually connect to the database, bandwidth will be used during this
transfer. This issue was also taken care of during the module designing and needs not to be
monitored later as inner network bandwidth is quite high than the connection bandwidth, and
the system is going to use the lightly used inner network bandwidth.
1.1.3. Compatibility to non-UNIX systems: The user interface of the system is
windows-based. Our product also needs to be compatible with software that is already widely
being used in existing servers and servers currently under operation in the market, so as to
reach as much market as possible. Specifically, our software has to meet and be compatible
with non-UNIX standards to be able to reach a higher volume of customers. Furthermore, an
interactive and windows-based user interface will be simpler to use and provide training for
operating the system (if necessary).
1.1.4. System Throughput: The total data transferred through the central system i.e.,
total bytes per second of data sent and received through the system will be monitored and
controlled by the system. To make it simpler for the network administrator, a feature can
added in the future using which one will be able to create rules and filters that could regulate
how certain programs transmit or receive data in a much more efficient way.
1.1.5. Non-Hardware Control: Using a software control in the system is the most
important objective of our system because of the most important reason behind designing the
system i.e., to manage bandwidth consumptions of users/programs based on their importance
in a work environment, e.g., in an advertising company, where high-end applications on
workstations use bandwidth to download, share and transfer data among themselves, there is a
great need to have a certain amount of bandwidth available so as to have some bandwidth
available for fulfillment of requests from users outside the network. In recent times, it has
been found that the use of applications like Kazaa, Grokster, WinMX, etc, is growing among
employees of organizations. These applications may seem good to employees as individuals,
but they sure take valuable resources away from the company, which is investing its money in
a fast internet connection.
1.1.6. Centralized operation Centre: Obviously, the system needs to have a centralized
control and thus, a centralized place of operations. This means that it will run on a server of
the network. Since, servers provide a high performance environment with the added
protection against potential security breaches and network attacks; it is more beneficial for the
system to be in such a secure and controlled environment to utilize system resources
optimally.
1.2. The Approach
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Today in the modern communication world, the traffic that exists in the Internet is
becoming more and more abnormal. This was mainly due to increase in number of users day
by day which results in bandwidth congestion, poor response time for end user's etc. The most
efficient solution to this problem is to manage and allocate the existing bandwidth
proportionally using suitable queuing disciplines. It is a full featured technology which may
reduce the cost and improve network performance. If there was a way to control bandwidth
that a service already has, then it can create a smarter network for all users [4]. This is the
main objective of our project. We explored ways to keep a real-time log of which
applications and hosts are using the most bandwidth and divert or restrain the bandwidth in
order to make the network more efficient. This will be done by creating an application to sit
on server. This application will serve three primary purposes. It will be a firewall, bandwidth
allocator, and active application monitor. The data collected will be the basis in creating a
smarter self-sustaining network. An improved condition of this project is that it will be fully
self-sustaining. The database on the server will keep track of the running applications and
prioritize those that are running. There will be no need for a system administrator because the
database will decide based on priority to close or limit bandwidth. Bandwidth can be either
allocated on committed bandwidth allocation basis to the users or on burstable bandwidth
allocation basis where extra bandwidth is allocated to the current users. However we will deal
with the first one

2. Design

Figure 1.

Packet Capture using JPCAP

2.1. Core of the Design
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2.1.1. Fair Queuing: Fair queuing is a technique that allows each flow passing through a
network device to have a fair share of network resources [5], [6]. Users or processes having
paid for higher bandwidth will be guaranteed that amount of bandwidth at all times.
2.1.2. Username and Password based Authentication: The bandwidth provided to
each user will be based on the username and password. Each user who pays for bandwidth
will have a unique username and password. Whenever a user becomes active it sends a
request message to the server to grant it the requisite bandwidth. The server first matches the
username and password from the stored database. If they match it sends an o.k. message to
the client else sends a connection denied message is send. Now the server maps the username
and password to the bandwidth allocated to that username and password. It then reads the
header of the request packet received to determine MAC address of the client. It then makes
an entry in its database of the MAC address of the packet in the tuple containing that
username and password and the bandwidth. All the incoming packets will be queued on the
basis of MAC address.
2.2. System Design
The implementation idea was to simply restrict bandwidth based on application priority
because of the reason of the requirement of such bandwidth limiting in any industrial,
technical or institutional setup.
Basic implementation is a five phase process. Starting from authenticating the user to
finally controlling every packet passing through the server, all phases require a powerful and
stable server, being the reason behind selecting the platform for our application as a UNIX
platform.
The phases are described below.
2.2.1. Authentication: The bandwidth provided to each user will be based on the
username and password. Each user can buy bandwidth of premium, gold or silver class. The
class premium has the maximum bandwidth available and it would have bandwidth to support
all sorts of application like IPTV, Internet Telephony as well as basic applications like mails
etc while gold and silver classes will have lesser bandwidth available. Silver class has the
lowest bandwidth and one can only run basic applications like mail, ftp etc. Each user who
pays for bandwidth will have a unique username and password as per the class. Whenever a
user becomes active it sends a request message to the server to grant it the requisite
bandwidth. The server first matches the username and password from the stored database. If
they match it sends an o.k. message to the client else sends a connection denied message..
Now the server maps the username and password to the bandwidth allocated to that username
and password. It then reads the header of the request packet received to determine MAC
address of the client. It then makes an entry in its database of the MAC address of the packet
in the tuple containing that username and password and the bandwidth. All the incoming
packets will be queued on the basis of MAC address. If the user shifts to some other PC this
PC will again send a connection request. The previous connection will be closed and the
database entry for this user will be updated with the current MAC address.
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2.2.2. Packet Capturing: When the user gets the authentication, it gets access to the
internet through the server and can request whatever it wants. Now, to limit bandwidth based
on priorities, when the requests of each user is granted and a reply is received, the incoming
packets needs to be captured and stored somewhere so as to provide a limited rate to the user.
Packets can be captured either using hardware or a software. Software tools are often
preferred often because of their low cost and high versatility [7], [8]. We will be using the
libraries like jpcap and winpcap to capture packets.
2.2.2.1. How are packets captured by the NIC?: Modern NICs have a small memory
required to enable the receiving and sending packets at the full link speed, independently of
the host capabilities .moreover, NICs perform some preliminary checks such as CRC errors,
short Ethernet frames, while packets are stored in the on board memory so that invalid frames
can be discarded immediately.
After a valid packet has been received by the NIC, this generates a request toward the bus
controller for a bus mastering data transfer. At this point the NIC takes control of the bus,
transfers the packet to the NIC buffer in the host’s memory, releases the bus and generates a
hardware interrupt towards the Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC) chip.
This chip wakes up the OS interrupt handling routine, which triggers the Interrupt Service
Routine of the NIC device driver.

Figure 2. Authentication based QoS using Bandwidth Manager

The ISR of a well written device driver has little to do. Basically it checks if the interrupt
to itself and acknowledges it. Then the ISR schedules a lower priority function (called the
Deferred Procedure Call or DPC) that will later process the hardware request and notify the
upper layers that a packet has been received. The CPU will process the DPC routine when no
interrupt requests are pending. Interrupt coming from the NIC are disabled when a NIC
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device driver is performing its work because a processing of a packet has to be completed
before the next one is serviced. Moreover since interrupt generation is a costly operation,
modern NICs allow more than one packet to be transferred in the context of a single interrupt
so that an upper layer driver is able to process several packets each time it is activated.
2.2.2.2. What is JPCAP: Traditionally, applications running in user space have been
able to view and operate on packets only when the packets originate in user space or once the
packets pass up through the protocol stack into the application layer. Recently, however,
computer programmers and network administrators have seen a need to be able to monitor
packet traffic through the network and analyze in user-space packets that are being processed
by the kernel stack code. For this purpose, many operating systems now provide the ability
for user-level processes to “sniff” or “capture” network traffic, by employing “packet taps” in
kernel space.
Jpcap is an open source library for capturing and sending network packets from Java
applications. It provides facilities to:
•

Capture raw packets live from the wire

•
•

Save captured packets to an offline file, and read captured packets from an offline file.
Automatically identify packet types and generate corresponding Java objects (for
Ethernet, IPv4, IPv6, ARP/RARP, TCP, UDP, and ICMPv4 packets).
Filter the packets according to user-specified rules before dispatching them to the
application.
send raw packets to the network

•
•

2.2.2.3. Problem using JPCAP/WINPCAP: These packet taps do not provide means
for altering the packets in user space or for changing the flow of packets Jpcap captures and
sends packets independently from the host protocols (e.g., TCP/IP). This means that Jpcap
does not (cannot) block, filter or manipulate the traffic generated by other programs on the
same machine: it simply "sniffs" the packets that transit on the wire. Therefore, it does not
provide the appropriate support for applications like traffic shapers, QoS schedulers and
personal firewalls. Packet capture components are usually transparent to other software
modules like protocol stacks, thus not influencing the system’s behavior .They just insert a
hook in the system so that they can be notified usually through a callback function called
tap()-as soon as a new packet arrives from a network. Packet capture components are usually
implemented as network protocols drivers in Win32.A packet not destined to the host will be
captured by JPCAP if it is running in the promiscuous mode (this mode captures all packets
whether destined to the host or not).The NIC upon recognizing that the packet does not
belong to it will not send it to the protocol stack but will pass it onto the Ethernet. Our
software will queue the packet and send it after a requisite delay. So the destination will
receive two packets: One send by our software and one by the NIC. This will result in
redundancy as shown in Fig 1 in which two copies are created for every packet.
2.2.2.4. The Solution: One solution may be implemented with a lightweight modification
to kernel code, and an associated application programming interface (API). Provided with the
collective ability to divert packets from the kernel stack to user space and inject packets back
into the kernel stack from user space, a program running in user space may then examine and
manipulate packets on their way through the kernel stack. The system facilitates creation of a
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special socket for passing packets between kernel space and user space. The system in turn
facilitates creation and application of a packet filter associated with the socket, in order to
trap incoming or outgoing packets being processed in the kernel at a designated point in a
protocol stack. Once a packet is trapped, it is moved through the socket into user space,
thereby at least temporarily preventing the protocol stack from further processing the packet.
In user space, an application may operate on the packet, for instance, modifying aspects of the
packet or deleting the packet altogether. The system in turn facilitates injection of a packet
from user space into kernel space, and into a designated point in the protocol stack for desired
stack processing.

Figure 3. Queuing and transmission as per privileges

Another solution is not to pass copy of the packet to the user but instead pass its address.
Since the packet is initially stored in the NIC buffer passing that address will ensure that no
copy is created.
Another alternative solution may be modifying the Deferred Procedure Call (DPC)
function so that it only notifies the packet capture drivers and not the protocol layer drivers.
So packet not destined to the host will only be captured by JPCAP and processed by our
software and hence will not result in redundancy. However, we will be using the first
solution.
2.2.3. Packet Queuing: When the system sees the packet, it can do one of three things:
1. Discard the packet: This allows the system to provide a very robust and granular
packet filtering mechanism.
2. Forward the packet at real time: This means that the packet bypasses the entire
bandwidth management system and is immediately forwarded by the device. The
end- result is effectively the same as if bandwidth management was not enabled at
all. This will be done if some user is having such privileges.
3. Prioritize the packet: This allows the mechanism to provide actual bandwidth
management services (applicable to rest of the users).
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Packets captured in previous step are now maintained in separate dynamic queues based on
their destination address so as to transmit to their respective destination.
2.2.4. Inserting delay: All of the services are then provided the required rate (based on
their priority) by queuing the packets and making them wait for their turn. A queue after
sending packets will have to wait for its turn again since the packets are sent in a round robin
manner. One problem in sending the packets is that the traffic arrives in bursts. A higher
priority queue that has to send more no. of packets may not have those much of packets in its
queue while the low priority queue may have a higher no. of packets. The solution to this
problem is to monitor the flow of incoming packets and to take it as criteria in deciding how
much packets each queue will send to guarantee each service its allocated bandwidth.
However for practical purpose if the higher priority packet’s queue is empty then the lower
priority packet’s queue can be serviced to avoid resource wastage.
2.2.5. Packet transmitting : Finally, after determining the required delays for different
users, the packets received are now sent to the respective destinations by the data rate
determined by inserting delays between transmissions of each packet. The packets are send
by first finding out the Network Interface address and then sending the packets to that NIC.
The libraries jpcap and winpcap are used for sending the packets.

Figure 4. Detailed diagram showing how weighted fair queuing actually happens.

The packets are first put into their respective queues. Then the queue which is having
higher priority will be serviced for a greater duration than the lower priority queues. In other
words higher priority queues can send more no of packets than the lower priority queues.
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Figure 5. Illustration of Authentication Based Bandwidth Limiter.
How the no. of packets transmitted by each queue is calculated

In case of allocation of bandwidth per host on basis of MAC addresses
There is a table in database:
MAC Address

b/w allocated

00:00:00:00:00:01
00:00:00:00:00:02
00:00:00:00:00:03

2 Mbps
5 Mbps
3 Mbps

No of packets to
be transmitted

Username

Password

x
y
z

******
***
***********

Let the maximum no of packets which can be transmitted out=x/second
Let b/w of each mac address=b(i)
Then p(i)=no of packets of host i=b(i)/∑b(i){i=1 to no of hosts}*x
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So p(i) packets of host i,p(j) packets of host j and p(k) packets of host k will be transmitted.

Figure 6. Snapshot of UI of our software

Right side of the frame shows the contents of the packet.

3. Results
The System having a 112Kbps connection gives following results as shown in Table 1.
Pure Bandwidth – Actual available bandwidth to the server.
Bandwidth Actually available – Total bandwidth available (i.e., which can be used) due to
some delay in server due to its processing.

4. Conclusion
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Primarily, the module can be used to provide following functionalities:
• traffic loggers
• traffic generators
• user-level bridges and routers
• network intrusion detection systems (NIDS)
• network scanners
• Security tools
Table 1

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pure

Bandwidth

System

System

In case of bandwidth reduction, priority

bandwidth

Actually

1

2

to

(in kbps)

available

(2/3 of

(1/3 of

(in kbps)

BW)

BW)

(in

(in

kbps)

kbps)

Gold

Silver

31

26

18

8

System 2

36

32

22

10

System 2

39

36

24

12

System 1

45

42

28

14

System 1

35

29

20

9

System 2

Some more specific practical applications of this module are:
Ensure that critical applications are not impacted by non-priority traffic
Deliver optimal application performance by allocating more bandwidth for higher priority
applications
Provide flexible bandwidth limits and traffic queuing
Control rate classes based on any traffic variable
Enable application bandwidth to be shared across similar priority applications for better
resource sharing
Ensure that specific types of application traffic stay within authorized boundaries

The system’s performance can be enhanced by adding a redundant server. It will make the
system robust and less vulnerable to failures because the redundant server can always come
into effect if the primary server fails. In this a switch(just before the router connected to the
internet in Fig 5) monitors both servers. It switches the incoming packets to the primary
server. If the primary server fails the switch starts sending and receiving packets from the
secondary server.
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Figure 7. Redundant Authentication based Bandwidth Limiter with Failover mode

Secondly, the performance of our system is quite good in providing the Quality of service
required by today’s data operators and organizations. The system will be able to provide
actual bandwidth allocated to the particular service. Obviously, in any organization, the
resources are allocated on the basis of priorities, so same will be done by our system. Since
time is spent in capturing the packets, queuing them and then sending them there is a minor
delay in the users receiving the packets. Also the OS has to run many other processes and
each process receives a quantum of time to execute. However taking into the account the
fewer resources our product requires and the freedom of running the application along with
other applications and the near to the allocated bandwidth each user receives, it is obviously
better than contemporary Bandwidth Limiters.
A short overview of what the implementation of our project might look like can be seen in
the Figure 7.
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